DigiLocker Test Engineer

**Designation:** DigiLocker Test Engineer  
**Age Limit:** 25-35 Years  
**Education Qualifications:**
- Graduate in any stream from a recognized University.  
  University degree in the field of computer science, engineering graduate or equivalent is an added advantage.  
**Key Requirements**
- Full understanding of system functional flows and expected outcomes.  
- Manage testing for all positive and negative flows as well as all the outcome and errors expected.  
- Conduct automated and manual testing of web, mobile and API’s for all components of the product  
- Conducting regression, performance and scalability testing  
- Writing bug reports, communication with development and design teams, follow up with team for bug resolution  
- Review API specifications and other documentations.  
- Time-management skills and the ability to work under pressure.  
- Commitment to the organization’s goals and values.  
**Knowledge & Experience**
- 5+ years* of experience as a QA testing for a large enterprise system.  
- Experience of performance and regression testing is a plus  
- Mandatory Experience in Automated testing tools (JMeter, other open source tools)  
- Familiarity with MS office, reporting and documentation.  
  *Note - Experience may be relaxed by one year if the candidate is found suitable

Please apply via email to: partners@digitallocker.gov.in with subject line: Application for position "Role"  
You will be appointed on a contractual basis for two years, this being extendable for another 2 years depending on your work performance.